Abstract-At each text there are a few keywords which provide important information about the content of that text. Since this limited set of words (keywords) is supposed to describe the total concept of a text (e.g. article, book), the correct choosing of keywords for a text plays an important role in the right representing of that text. Despite several efforts in this field, none of the so far published methods is accurate enough to elicit representative words for retrieving a vast variety of different texts. In this study, an unsupervised scheme is proposed which is independent on domain, language, structure and length of a text. The proposed method uses the words' frequency in conjunction with standard deviation of occurred location of words in text along with considering the conceptual relation of words. In the next stage, a secondary score is given to those selected keywords by the statistical criterion of TFISF in order to improve the basis method of TFIDF. Moreover, the proposed hybrid method does not remove the stopwords since they might be a part of bigram keywords while the similar approaches remove all stopwords at their first stage. Experimental results on the known SEMEVAL dataset imply the superiority of the proposed method in comparison with state-of-the-art schemes in terms of F-score and accuracy. Therefore, the introduced hybrid method can be considered as an alternative scheme for accurate keyword extraction.
INTRODUCTION
Since a tremendous of texts in 1 the form of book, scientific paper, news, technical reports are daily added to the internet, researchers in big databases develop automatic methods for analyzing the texts and finding semantic relations between them. To search a desired topic among a huge number of texts, brute force search does not work and to diminish the size of each text into some representative words, the idea of keyword extraction is emerged [1] . Keywords are one or a short consequence of limited words that represent a text [2, 3] . In * The corresponding author some research fields like natural language processing (NLP), there is a serious need to investigate a huge number of texts. Therefore, by providing a set of keywords as indicators of each text, this investigation can be remarkably eased, especially when a text is searched according to its keywords [4] .
In addition, there are some text processing applications that their methods contain a similar trend to the keyword extraction techniques. These applications include: automatic text summarization [5, 6] , information retrieval [7] , text classification [8] , fast and accurate searching of texts in web [9] and automatic indexing [10, 3] . Keyword extraction methods are the basis schemes for all of these applications and the right choosing of essential keywords is the main purpose of this research. Reading keywords of a text can help the query to choose or reject of that text. In fact, keyword checking can be an effective way to find a relative text where the searched keywords are enough similar to the keywords of the corresponding text. Therefore keyword extraction can help the query in learning how to arrange correct keywords in the search engines to find his favorite document quickly.
Keyword extraction is usually performed in two stages. At the first stage, the text is preprocessed using heuristic rules and some words are selected as the keyword candidates. One of the most applicable heuristic rules is removing the stopwords since these words are repeatedly scattered throughout the text and the conventional keyword extraction methods select them as the best candidates while they carry no I nformation about the text's concept. Some methods use a list of stopwords and remove every similar stopword in the text. In some other methods, those words with high frequencies throughout the text are removed.
In the second stage, the methods are divided into two categories including supervised and unsupervised schemes. In both categories a dataset with labels (keywords) is required in order to assess the results. One of the problems in supervised approaches is requiring a training phase while in unsupervised ( Applications, Vol. 8, No. 4, 2017 290 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org schemes the train is carried out through the stages of algorithms and there is no need to a separate train phase. In addition, supervised methods have usually more computational complexity rather than the unsupervised ones. One of the basic methods employed in both categories is the statistical methods which benefits from the simplicity and low computational complexity. One of the famous statistical methods is TFIDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) which provides suitable results in different applications [11] . Nevertheless, TDIDF suffers from high dependency to the length and the size of the corpus; consequently, researchers made a lot of attempts to overcome its drawback by combining it with other basic methods [12] .
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II. RELATED WORK
In this regard, Witten et al. [13] developed a supervised method by combining TFIDF [14] with the first occurrence location factor in the text and called this method as KEA and applied it to 75 journal papers. In this algorithm, root location is adopted as the preprocessing method and in the learning phase, Naïve Bayes classifier is employed and finally the recall measure is utilized for the assessment. The accuracy of this method is assessed based on Human Judi and is highly dependent to the size of the train set. Nevertheless, this method could be assessed by a more robust measure. This method is also employed for text abstraction, searching through the web and classification of different texts is utilized.
Hulth [15] suggested a supervised method for the keyword extraction just from the abstract [16] parts of scientific papers using INSPEC dataset. He combined the statistical measure with the linguistic knowledge in order to remove the dependency of the frequent words to both the length of document and number of documents. Nevertheless, it still suffers from the dependency to the structure of the text. Their performance in terms of F-measure provides 33.9, while its main deficiency is to estimate the correct label for the dataset in the training phase. To compensate this defect, it is possible to use the knowledge of finding the relevance among the words and assign label to them accordingly. They removed the stopwords according to their high frequency. They also incorporate the concept of each sentence containing a candidate keyword for giving a score to each keyword. This is done by a graph based method for giving a score to the candidate keywords according to the type of the graph and the semantic role of that keyword in the text. Finally the keywords were sorted according to their scores. They could get a considerable improvement in terms of F-measure by incorporating the sentence information for the keyword extraction. Nevertheless, this scheme highly biased the keyword to the importance of the sentence and if they used TFIDF, their results could be more robust to the sentences.
In another attempt, Zahedi et al. [17] for improving the better accessibility to the web content using keywords, focused on the search engines for ranking the keywords. They used the retrieved information results as the training data and for improving their supervised method, genetic algorithm is deployed to optimize the features. The preprocessing of the text contained two steps where in the first stage, the unification is done and then the stopwords were eliminated.
The key point in this algorithm is to determine a threshold such that 60% of predefined keywords by the authors of that text considered as the candidate keywords. In this scheme TFIDF is used and assessed by F-score (40.82) on Farsi websites. Their results outperformed the other compared methods on their dataset, though their method suffered from the problem of supervised approaches and also imposes lots of computational burden.
Sharon et al. [18] applied a different method in construction of a semantic graph for each text in an unsupervised manner. They used word net for determining the conceptual links using the GEPHI tool for graph demonstration. Each node takes a score according to the sorted rank of keywords using human judgment. They applied their method to two different datasets and demonstrated keywords are those having a high conceptual value despite TFIDF that considers keywords as high frequency words in a text. Unlike TFIDF, this approach does not need a lot of texts.
Lu et al. adopted an unsupervised scheme for keyword extraction that uses literature references within the framework of word co-occurrence and topic distribution. They applied their method to ACM digital library and assessed their method by F-score resulted in 0.276. It is has been demonstrated that using references could improve the performance of each method compared to the situation that the references is not incorporated.
Das et al. [12] developed an unsupervised method based on collocation and fuzzy set theory for keyword extraction to handle the ambiguity of high occurrence rate of words in a text [19] . This method does not need any corpus and can be applied on a single document. Moreover, this method could solve the dependency of TFIDF to the size of documents. This method is able to elicit both keywords and key-phrases. They applied their method to the electronic documents which contains scientific articles on different issues which are accessible by different sources like Wikipedia. For the exactness of the elicited keywords, the precision is determined up to 95% accuracy. This high precision rate can be originated from applying a filtering in the preprocessing stage.
Siddiqi et al. [20] utilized an unsupervised scheme for keyword extraction which I independent to the length of corpus, its domain and type of language. Their method helped TFIDF to consider both the frequency of words and spatial distribution of the words. In this method, for each word a spatial sequence is generated which demonstrate the places of that word in a document. By this distribution, stopwords can be detected since they are regularly distributed throughout the text while key words do not have a specified spatial pattern. Each word is given a weight according to its spatial distribution and this weighting is determined such that the stopwords are automatically takes very low value. After eliciting the keywords according to the mentioned weight mechanism the precision is determined. They applied this method to an Indian book and achieved 0.8 precision. Since this method uses a statistical criterion, it needs a big document to be able to correctly find the keywords.
Yang et al. [21] suggested an unsupervised graph based scheme for keyword extraction. They pay attention to each www.ijacsa.thesai.org sentence during keyword extraction. In their method, the importance of each word within a sentence is measured and these words are ranked according to their importance in an iterative manner throughout a document. The ranking of keywords is determined according to their ranking of their corresponding nodes in the graph of that document. One advantage of this method is its applicability on just one document which overcomes to the TDIDF drawback and decreases its dependency to the size of corpus. They have applied their scheme to the WEB TEXT 13702 dataset and compared their result with the text ranking algorithm and demonstrated that they have got a better F-score (25.2%) in comparison with text ranking method.
In this study, we propose a new method based on multifactorial features, which can quickly be extracted from each single document. In fact, the proposed method is an extension of the method introduced by Siddiqi et al. [20] by being added a language model for generating better results. We have applied the proposed method to the SEMVAL dataset and compared our method to the base method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to introduction of the proposed method along with the base method [20] . Section 3 presents the experimental results. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper and gives an outline to clarify the horizon of this study in the future.
III. METHODS AND MATERIALS
In this section, the method proposed by Siddiqi et al. [20] and the scheme proposed here are presented. Afterward, the employed datasets in this study are introduced and their features are explained. In accordance with the limitation of supervised methods, most of the conventional algorithms in this field are unsupervised whose goal is the independency to the type of language, topic, length and structure of the document while preserving the accuracy. Eliciting of the correct representative keywords remarkably help a search engine to find its required document in big data bases at a glance.
One of the research approaches which provide logical results, published by Siddiqi et al. [20] . The used the concept of standard deviation over a difference sequence for each word. Their method was dependent to the length of data since statistical criterion for limited numbers of occurrences cannot provide an acceptable index. This method is able to significantly differentiate keywords and stopwords, as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), respectively.
In order to compare and demonstrate the spatial occurrences of a real keyword and stopword, two diagrams in the form of barcode are shown in Figure 1 . The horizontal axis in each diagram presents the spatial length of the document, while the vertical axis shows the occurrence of that word. As we see in this figure, the occurrence place of a keyword is much irregular than that of a stopword. This difference rises from this fact that each sentence needs one of more stopwords and therefore its spatial distribution is uniform while a single keyword which carries a part of main concept of a document cannot be appeared in all sentences since there are some other keywords and each part of text is concentrated on a certain concept. Consequently, standard deviation of this barcode graph can be a good indicator to distinguish a stopword from a keyword.
In the Siddiqi's method [20] , keywords and key-phrases are extracted in two phases by two algorithms, each of which has similar steps. The candidate keywords are chosen at the first step, then the chosen keywords are assessed and the correct ones are determined. Both the keyword extraction algorithm (SDFKWE) and the modified version of SDFKPE (MSDFKPE) are proposed by Siddiqi et al. [20] use only the standard deviation criterion for extracting the keywords. The results are then used for extracting the key-phrases in the second algorithm. In this study, we have attempted to improve their method by adding additional factors. In the following sections, the proposed method and its steps are illustrated.
A. Keyword extraction phase
The first step is to preprocess the input text by eliminating the irrelevant words. In this regard, the sentences are separated according to the separating signs, i.e., punctuations. Then, all of the grammatical signs within each sentence are removed and the text is tokenized for separating single words. The whole text is then stored in the form of sentences captured in arrays. After that, all unique words along with their synonyms whose frequency is lower than a threshold are removed. The most profit of the proposed scheme is that it does not need to remove stopwords at this stage. The second step is carried out for diagnosing the precision of the elicited keywords by calculating two scores for obtaining the Final-Score. stopword throughout a document [20] SCORE1: In the second phase, for each word, two different scores are determined and the final decision is made according to these two scores. The first score is related to the occurrence sequence of each word and its synonyms [22] and the words with the same root and then standard deviation of spatial distribution of each word is determined. To do this, if a word with its synonyms and the same root are placed in the X 1 ,X 2 ,….,X N locations, the differential sequence of occurrence locations as the standard deviation of spatial filter will be determined as equation 1.
The mean of these locations for each word is denoted as μ and is determined as equation 2. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
After that, by the equation 3 we can determine the standard deviation of difference sequence for each word.
The above formula is adopted from the method proposed by Siddiqi et al. [16] . In order to diminish the dependency of the standard deviation to the repeated number of a word, this squared deviation is divided by the number of repetition of that word. Then the difference deviation values of all words are sorted in a descending order. The top ranked words are selected as the primary candidate set of keywords. In order to finalize the keywords, the second score, here called Score2, needs to be calculated.
SCORE2:
Consider a text about the computer; it is obvious that in such a text the keyword computer is repeatedly occurred throughout the text. Hence, this word is not likely to be removed in the former processing stage. In addition, this word takes a high value in Score1. As this general word at all texts about the computer would have the same status; it would be considered as a general word and cannot be a good keyword. For this reason, in addition to the criterion of the word frequency, the number of sentences containing that keyword over the whole number of sentences should also be considered so as to avoid choosing very general words. In fact, a real keyword should be occurred in specific part of a text, not to be appeared in all sentences. General words act like stopwords since they are occurred in all sentences and must be removed. In order to incorporate the sentences containing the candidate keywords, in this work, we have used the TFISF (Term Frequency-Inverse Sentence Frequency) statistical criterion. TFISF is somehow similar to TFIDF in order to normalize the frequency of each word based on the number of corresponding sentences. The TFISF criterion is determined as follows: To determine score2 using the concept of TFISF over the retrieved keywords up to the rank of 120 with score1 is performed and the final keyword is determined by forming the equation 6.
Regarding the achieved value of a word in the score1 and score2 observed that there was a difference in the range of these two scores; consequently, before combining these two scores each of them is normalized in the interval of [0,1]. Next in order to make these two scores comparable the value of ALPHA within the range of [1, … , 0.1, 0.05, 0] is considered to regularize these two score and the summation of this regularization will determine the final score. It is obvious that this regularization parameters should be determined to the cross validation phase.
In order to provide an efficient algorithm for extracting the keyword, we proposed Improved-Standard Deviation Based Keyword Extraction algorithm (Improved-SDFKWE) in which in addition to considering the statistical factors like frequency and standard deviation, in the SDFKWE algorithm, introduced by Siddiqi et al. [20] , considering the semantic links between the sentences overall the text.
1) Proposed method: improved -SDFKWE algorithm
In this study, an improvement is performed on the efficient algorithm of SDFKWE and equipped with the following factors:
 Generating the unique word list as candidate keyword and arrays of synonym and the same root words for each word separately.
 Determine the frequency of each word with onsidering the frequency of that word and its synonyms and words which have the same root.
 Eliminating the word with the frequency bellow than the threshold.
 Constructing a different sequence of occurrence of the each word in consecutive sentences with considering the location of that word and the corresponding the synonyms words and the words which have the same root.
 Determining the score1 with finding the standard deviation of the sequence SW and normalizing of that with the mean of this sequence and determining score2 with calculating the TFISF for each word by considering its synonyms and those which have the same root and finally determining the Final-Score of each word in the text.
 Now the lists of keywords are ranked according to the Final-Score in an descending order and selecting those which have a higher rank according to a threshold.
B. Key-phrase Extraction Phase
In this algorithm for extracting key-phrase containing two words, denoted as bigram, is considered and the phrases which exceed two words are eliminated. Key-Phrase extraction is performing in two similar steps in which the routines for the functional each word is determined as followed.
In the first step the input text was preprocessed to generate the candidate bigrams in the text. We should first determine these bigrams according to the discriminative sign at each sentence for each unique bigram. At each sentence like Q which contains N words in the form of W 1 The second step is diagnosing the precision of elicited bigrams by calculating two different scores for creating the Final-Score.
The first step to calculate the Final-Score is to determine the score1 of its constructing bigrams elements (Score1: word#1, Score1: word#2) and the next step is to determine the score2 of the bigram"s TFISF.
SCORE1:
This score is determined by the summation of score1 of each component in a bigram phrase in the keyword extraction phase as shown in equation 7.
Where SCORE1(W i ) is calculated from equation 3.
Then the candidate bigrams according to the score1 are listed in a descending order.
SCORE2:
This score for those statistical samples up to the rank of 120 th achieved from the sorting of bigrams resolving score1 is determined. To do this, the TFISF criterion is employed here by this difference that TFISF determination instead of a single word, employ a bigram there for TFISF. In this phase, the number of occurrence time of bigrams in a sentence is determined and compared to the occurrence times of that bigram in all over sentences of the text.
The Final-Score is the summation of score1 and score2 as shown in equation 8, in regularization manner for the bigram in this phase and this score is sorted in a descending order as similar to the base algorithm and finally the top ranks bigrams are selected as the key-phrase candidate.
In order to provide an efficient algorithm for extracting the Key-Phrase, we proposed Improved-Modified Standard Deviation Based Key-Phrase Extraction algorithm (Improved-MSDFKPE) in which in addition to considering the statistical factors like frequency and standard deviation, in the MSDFKPE algorithm, introduced by Siddiqi et al. [20] , considering the semantic links between the sentences overall the text.
1) Proposed method: Improved -MSDFKPE algorithm
To ease the understanding of the proposed method, it has been clarified in terms of pseudo-code.
 Generating the list of unique bigrams as the key-phrase candidates.
 Determining the frequency of each unique bigrams and eliminating the other bigrams which their occurrence is lower than the predefined threshold.
 Determining score1 for each bigram is determined by the summation of score1 and score2 of that bigrams using the statistical criterion of TFISF and finally the score is descending in a regularized manner.
 Ranking of candidate bigrams according to the FinalScore and choosing the bigrams as the key-phrases.
The execution time of this algorithm with a certain value of Alpha is approximately suitable; therefore, it should be considered similar to the improved-MSDFKPE algorithm that for achieving the best precision, this regularization parameter should be found in an iterative manner.
C. Datasets and Tools
In this section, empirical results of applying the proposed method along with SDFKWE method on two different datasets are presented. In order to find the synonyms and common-root words of each keyword, the Wordnet software is used. Wordnet is written by JAVA at MIT University 1 .
As we mentioned before, SEMEVAL and the book titled "on the origin of species" were used as the datasets to evaluate the methods. The mentioned book contains 14 chapters and 222 pages 2 .
SEMEVAL is one of the known standard datasets for assessing the keyword extraction and phrase extraction methods 3 . This dataset contains 284 documents in four fields to cover several topics in which by providing train and test sets, in addition to the unsupervised methods, it is possible to apply them to the supervised methods. The labels of this dataset for evaluating each of the supervised and supervised schemes are introduced in three categories. This information contain the labels (keywords) that the authors selected for their documents, the labels that the readers assign to each document and labels which are the combination of labels are assigned by the authors and readers for each document. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the preprocessing stage, for executing over each of the above mentioned datasets, the words of each sentence are separated and all the capital letters are converted to lower case letters. The advantage of the proposed scheme is that in its first stage, the stopwords are not eliminated since a part of a bigram keyword can be a stopword [12] . For instance the keyword of "Sun" along with a stopword "the" can make a bigram keyword of "The Sun". Therefore, preserving the stopwords in the first stage of the algorithm is one of the key points while the other conventional methods try to remove all stopwords at the first stage.
In order to preparing the first dataset (the book), we did not apply our method to each chapter separately while we concatenate all chapters and produce a long document. In contrast, the SEMEVAL data set, our proposed method and SDFKWE were separately applied to each document separately.
A. Experiment on Basic Dataset 1) Results Provided by Improved -SDFKWE algorithm
Siddiqi et al. [20] applied their method to this dataset and used precision criterion for evaluating their method. They elicited keywords and compared them by the indexed words of that book, as the real labels. For comparing the proposed method to the introduced rivals, the proposed method is applied to this book and their extracted keywords are compared to those labels which are selected by Siddiqi et al. [20] . The comparison results of the proposed method to SDFKWE are illustrated in terms of precision, Score-1 and the final regularized Score in Table 1 . As it can be seen in Table 1 , precision of the final regularized Score of the proposed method in comparison with the Score-1 gets better and by comparing to SDFKWE, our results are enhanced up to 30%. Keywords in a text are not necessarily those which are highly repeated in all its sentences. As we mentioned before, to find the real occurrence rate of a word, its synonyms and its common-root words are selected. Therefore, is a word is repeated with a low rate, it cannot be considered as a keyword. The threshold for considering a word as a key word is empirically set to 10. The highest accuracy for the Improved-SDFKWE in Table 1 , with considering Alpha=0.55, is achieved. In addition, the threshold for the base algorithm, proposed by Siddiqi et al. [16] was set to 10.
2) Results Provided by Improved-MSDFKPE
In this phase, according to the improvement method proposed by Siddiqi et al. [20] , the correctness of the bigrams as keywords is assessed. The results of their method and the proposed method in this datasets are brought in Table 2 . As we can see in Table 2 , the accuracy of the proposed scheme in terms of final score is improved compared to Score-1. Moreover, our scheme compared to the SDFKWE, at each iteration of retrieved keywords is improved about 20 to 30%. The threshold for eliminating the words with low occurrence rate was set to 5 by Siddiqi et al. [20] . The parameters of our scheme for this comparison were set to 4.88 as the threshold and 0.46 for the regularization parameter of Alpha. The run time of the proposed improved SDFKWE was higher than that of the Improved-MSDFKPE. This difference is raised from calculating the Score-1.
B. Experiment on SEMEVAL Dataset
In order to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm to the conventional schemes, in the keyword extraction phrase, the SEMEVAL dataset is adopted. As far as the most documents in this dataset are with their correct corresponding keywords and key phrases, to customize this dataset for our application, just the single keywords and bigrams were selected and the precision of our method compared to the other ones are made according to single and bigram keywords and the longer key words were all eliminated.
Since the labels of this dataset are brought in the form of root using the porter stemmer, all of the achieved unique words in the preprocessing stage (phase 1), using this rooting algorithm are represented in form of root. Next, the proposed algorithm on each document of the SEMEVAL dataset is executed separately and finally to determine the precision of the algorithm all over the documents, for the top ranked words exceed than micro average, the precision and recall are determined and finally F-Score for the top ranked keywords are determined as follows:
(8)
Where P and R denote for precision and recall, respectively. It is necessary to note that in the evaluation of keywords extraction performance is carried out in the form of exact match and as far as in the comparison As we in Table 3 , the first and second rank methods are supervised while the third rank belongs to the KP-Miner which is an unsupervised. By a short look through this list, we can see that the performances of unsupervised algorithms are approximately similar to the supervised ones in the first 15 top ranked methods. The achieved F-Scores are not impressive since one of the weaknesses of the conventional keywords extraction is its subjectivity. Therefore, reaching to the FScore 100% in this field is infeasible. On the other hand, in this task, the maximum number of extracted keywords is 15. It should be mentioned that if we set the number of keywords more than 15, the F-Score might be improved but for comparing to the other methods, we had to set the same number to them [23] .
According to Table 3 , among the unsupervised approaches, KP-Miner [24] provided the best rank; therefore, we have compared our method to KP-Miner on the SEMEVAL dataset and bring the comparative results in Table  4 . The threshold of the top ranked keywords is set to 10 to provide the best result. To show the effectiveness of the parameters like the number of top ranked keywords, regularization parameter (Alpha), the proposed algorithm is executed by different values and in those parts that our method outperformed KP-Miner is bolded in Table 4 .
The main goal of this research is presenting a method for the evaluation of the amount of relativity of keywords to a text. Regarding the subjectivity of this area, whatever the elicited keywords get near to opinion of reader-assigned, it can be claim that this method could provide higher accuracy. In contrast, whatever the extracted keywords are nearer to the authors" suggested keywords rather to the readers" assigned keywords, it shows the lack of enough accuracy in extracting the keywords. As it is demonstrated in Table 4 , the accuracy of the proposed method is better than that of KP-Miner for the 5 top ranked keywords. In retrieving the keywords more than 5, although our method outperforms KP-Miner in terms of recall, its precision could not compete to that of KP-Miner. This is therefore the low number of bigrams in the SEMEVAL labels leading to diminish the F-Score. Keyword extraction for a text is very necessary since most of the search engines find the related documents according to the maximum matching between the searched items and keywords of each text. For this purpose, developing a method for providing high rate of true keywords is of interest. In this paper, a multi aspect algorithm was introduced which considers several factors. The proposed scheme uses the standard deviation of difference sequence of the occurred place for each word, in addition to preserving the synonyms and common-stem words of each keyword candidate while it does not eliminate the stopwords. This unsupervised scheme was executed on two datasets and could outperform state-ofthe-art methods for detecting the 5 top ranked keywords. The accuracy of the algorithm is assessed by both reader-assigned and author-assigned approaches and the matching of the elicited keywords to the reader-assigned labels imply on the higher performance of the proposed scheme compared to the rivals.
As a future work, for applying the proposed method to a book with several chapters, using TFISF and TFIDF in keyword extraction may improve the accuracy of elicited keywords for each chapter. In addition, considering the semantic relation of unique words with the title of each chapter and considering it as an additional score could be enhance the results.
